THE WHITLEY BUILDING PROCESS

Whitley Buildings are constructed in sections within our state-of-the-art, climate controlled facilities. Our efficient building process, skilled craftsmen, and lack of weather delays and vandalism, allow us to deliver your building in a fraction of the typical time.

While your building is under construction, the site-preparation can already be well underway. With three facilities located across the nation, Whitley can harness our volume purchasing power to deliver a superior product to you at an exceptional value.

Whitley’s ability to offer customized, commercial buildings allows you far more flexibility than our site-built competitors.
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From a customer’s concept, Whitley produces custom drawings, blueprints, and digital models. We can build to your custom specifications or help you choose for a specific project.

Our design department works closely with one of the nation’s best engineering firms to insure optimal quality and code compliance.

The site is prepared at the same time Whitley is constructing the building. Modules are then delivered, set into place, and finished.

Our high-tech approach to construction allows us to build structures of utmost quality and at a far greater rate than any site-builder. Whitley can begin constructing your building while you prepare the site - saving you months of construction time.

Whitley Building can cut your project time by up to 40%. Whitley Manufacturing is the most respected name in modular construction and we have been building award-winning structures for the last 60 years. Speak to one of our representatives and discover how Whitley can help your construction projects succeed.

Whitley Manufacturing
260.723.5131
whitleyman.com